Saint Stephens football records

Individual Single season records

**Passing**

Attempts Jeremy Perron 441 (2010)
Completions Jeremy Perron 206 (2010)
Attempts in a game Jeremy Perron 61 (2010)
Completions in a game Jeremy Perron 36 (2010)
Yards Jeremy Perron 2,602 (2010)
Touchdowns Jeremy Perron 22 (2010)
Interceptions Jeremy Perron 22 (2010)
Yards in a game Jeremy Perron 412 (2010)
Touchdowns in a game Jeremy Perron 5 (2010)
Longest Pass Alex Ghiselin 84 (2007)

**Rushing**

Carries Herman Israelsson 232 (2012)
Yards DJ Clark 1608 (2018)
Touchdowns Chase Brown 26 (2017)
Long Fred Billy 98 (2014)
Yards in a game DJ Clark 428 (2018)

**Receiving**

Catches Adam Vining 101 (2010)
Yards Adam Vining 1231 (2010)
Touchdowns Sam Mire/Adam Vining 7 (2010)
Long Josh Breitwieser 84 (2007)
Touchdowns in a game Multiple with 2

**Special Teams**

Kick return Long Fred Billy/ Demetrius Davis 95 (2015/2017)
Punt Return Long Sam Mire 82 (2008)
Touchdowns Sam Mire 2 (2010)
Blocked kicks Matthew Konkol 4 (2019)
**Defense**

Tackles Cam Vining 131 (2019)
Solo Tackles Cam Vining 101 (2019)
Tackles in a game Cole Miztak 25 (2010)
Tackles for loss Cam Vining 33.0 (2019)
Hurries Dylan Davis/Ty Barker 21 (2018)
Sacks in a game Matthew Konkol 6 (2019)
Interceptions Garrett Barnes/Demetrius Davis (2013/2017)
Longest Interception Demetrius Davis 98 (2016)
Forced fumbles Cam Vining 5 (2019)
Fumbles Recovered Michael Burch 6 (2013)

**Kicking**

Extra points attempted Noah Labelle 55 (2018)
Extra points made Noah Labelle 52 (2018)
Field goals attempted Adam Vining/Matt Unzicker 7 (2007/2011)
Field goals made Adam Vining 6 (2011)
Longest field goal made Alex Virgilio 42 (2014)
Touchbacks Alex Virgilio 16 (2016)
Yards per punt Jeremy Perron 63.33 (2010)
Longest punt Cam Allen 78 (2008)

**All purpose**

All purpose yards Fred Billy 2238 (2016)
All purpose yards in game DJ Clark 425 (2018)
Touchdowns Fred Billy 33 (2015)
Touchdowns in game Fred Billy 7 (2015)

**Individual Career records**

**Passing**

Attempts Jeremy Perron 441 (2010)
Completions Jeremy Perron 206 (2010)
Attempts in a game Jeremy Perron 61 (2010)
Completions in a game Jeremy Perron 36 (2010)
Interceptions Jeremy Perron 22 (2010)
Yards in a game Jeremy Perron 412 (2010)
Touchdowns in a game Jeremy Perron 5 (2010)
Longest Pass Alex Ghiselin 84 (2007)

**Rushing**

Long Fred Billy 98 (2014)
Yards in a game DJ Clark 428 (2018)

**Receiving**

Catches Adam Vining 130 (2007-2011)
Yards Adam Vining 1647 (2007-2011)
Touchdowns Sam Mire (2007-2010)
Long Josh Breitwieser 84 (2007)
Touchdowns in a game Multiple with 2

**Special Teams**

Kick return Long Fred Billy/ Demetrius Davis 95 (2015/2017)
Punt Return Long Sam Mire 82 (2008)
Touchdowns Sam Mire 2 (2010)
Blocked kicks Tyler Burnham 5 (2015-2018)

**Defense**

Tackles Cam Vining 387 (2015-2019)
Solo Tackles Cam Vining 291 (2015-2019)
Tackles in a game Cole Miztak 25 (2010)
Tackles for loss Cam Vining 63.0 (2015-2019)
Sacks Tyler Burnham 21.5 (2015-2018)
Hurries Dylan Davis 43 (2015-2019)
Sacks in a game Michael Konkol 6 (2019)
Interceptions Sam Mire 6 (2007-2010)
Longest Interception Demetrius Davis 98 (2016)
 Forced fumbles Cam Vining 11 (2015-2019)
Fumbles Recovered Michael Burch 6 (2013-2017)
Kicking
Extra points attempted Noah Labelle 55 (2015-2018)
Extra points made Noah Labelle 52 (2015-2018)
Field goals attempted Adam Vining/Matt Unzicker 7 (2007-2011)
Field goals made Adam Vining 6 (2007-2011)
Longest field goal made Alex Virgilio 42 (2013-2016)
Touchbacks Alex Virgilio 16 (2013-2016)
Yards per punt Jeremy Perron 63.33 (2010)
Longest punt Cam Allen 78 (2008)

All purpose
All purpose yards Fred Billy 8,286 (2014-2017)
All purpose yards in game DJ Clark 425 (2018)
Touchdowns in game Fred Billy 7 (2015)